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In recent studies of the structure of affect, positive and negative affect have consistently emerged as
two dominant and relatively independent dimensions. A number of mood scales have been created
to measure these factors; however, many existing measures are inadequate, showing low reliability
or poor convergent or discriminant validity. To fill the need for reliable and valid Positive Affect and
Negative Affect scales that are also brief and easy to administer, we developed two 10-item mood
scales that comprise the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS). The scales are shown to be
highly internally consistent, largely uncorrelated, and stable at appropriate levels over a 2-month
time period. Normative data and factorial and external evidence of convergent and discriminant
validity for the scales are also presented.

Two dominant dimensions consistently emerge in studies of
affective structure, both in the United States and in a number
of other cultures. They appear as the first two factors in factor
analyses of self-rated mood and as the first two dimensions in
multidimensional scalings of facial expressions or mood terms
(Diener, Larsen, Levine, & Emmons, 1985; Russell, 1980,
1983; Stone, 1981; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1984; Zevon &
Tellegen, 1982).
Watson and Tellegen (1985) have summarized the relevant
evidence and presented a basic, consensual two-factor model.
Whereas some investigators work with the unrotated dimensions (typically labeled pleasantness-unpleasantness and
arousal), the varimax-rotated factors—usually called Positive
Affect and Negative Affect—have been used more extensively in
the self-report mood literature; they are the focus of this article.
Although the terms Positive Affect and Negative Affect might
suggest that these two mood factors are opposites (that is,
strongly negatively correlated), they have in fact emerged as
highly distinctive dimensions that can be meaningfully represented as orthogonal dimensions in factor analytic studies of
affect.
Briefly, Positive Affect (PA) reflects the extent to which a person feels enthusiastic, active, and alert. High PA is a state of
high energy, full concentration, and pleasurable engagement,
whereas low PA is characterized by sadness and lethargy. In contrast, Negative Affect (NA) is a general dimension of subjective
distress and unpleasurable engagement that subsumes a variety
of aversive mood states, including anger, contempt, disgust,
guilt, fear, and nervousness, with low NA being a state of calm-
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ness and serenity. These two factors represent affective state dimensions, but Tellegen (1985; see also Watson & Clark, 1984)
has demonstrated that they are related to corresponding affective trait dimensions of positive and negative emotionality (individual differences in positive and negative emotional reactivity).
Trait PA and NA roughly correspond to the dominant personality factors of extraversion and anxiety/neuroticism, respectively
(Tellegen, 1985; Watson & Clark, 1984). Drawing on these and
other findings, Tellegen has linked trait NA and PA, respectively,
to psychobiological and psychodynamic constructs of sensitivity to signals of reward and punishment. He has also suggested
that low PA and high NA (both state and trait) are major distinguishing features of depression and anxiety, respectively (Tellegen, 1985; see also Hall, 1977).
Numerous PA and NA scales have been developed and studied in a variety of research areas. Generally speaking, the findings from these studies indicate that the two mood factors relate
to different classes of variables. NA—but not PA—is related to
self-reported stress and (poor) coping (Clark & Watson, 1986;
Kanner, Coyne, Schaefer, & Lazarus, 1981; Wills, 1986), health
complaints (Beiser, 1974;Bradburn, 1969; Tessler & Mechanic,
1978; Watson & Pennebaker, in press), and frequency of unpleasant events (Stone, 1981; Warr, Barter, & Brownbridge,
1983). In contrast, PA—but not NA—is related to social activity and satisfaction and to the frequency of pleasant events
(Beiser, 1974; Bradburn, 1969; Clark & Watson, 1986, 1988;
Watson, 1988).
Anomalous and inconsistent findings have also been reported, however. For example, whereas most studies have found
these NA and PA scales to have low or nonsignificant correlations with one another (e.g., Clark & Watson, 1986, 1988;
Harding, 1982; Moriwaki, 1974; Warr, 1978; Wills, 1986), others have found them to be substantially related (Brenner, 1975;
Diener & Emmons, 1984; Kammann, Christie, Irwin, &
Dixon, 1979). There are many possible explanations for such
inconsistencies (e.g., see Diener & Emmons, 1984), but one that
must be considered concerns the various scales themselves. It
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may be, for example, that some scales are simply better, purer
measures of the underlying factors than are others. Watson (in
press) reported evidence supporting this idea. He found that
some scale pairs (such as those used by Diener and his associates
in a number of studies; e.g., Diener & Emmons, 1984; Diener &
Iran-Nejad, 1986; Diener et al., 1985) yield consistently higher
NA-PA correlations than do others (such as our own scales, to
be described shortly).
More generally, one must question the reliability and validity
of many of these measures. Some mood scales have been developed through factor analysis (e.g., Stone, 1981), but others have
been constructed on a purely ad hoc basis with no supporting
reliability or validity data (e.g., McAdams & Constantian,
1983). Watson (in press) analyzed the psychometric properties
of several popular measures and found many of them to be
wanting, at least for use in student populations. For example,
Bradburn's (1969) widely used NA and PA scales were unreliable (coefficient a = .52 for NA, .54 for PA) and only moderately related to other measures of the same factor (for NA, the
convergent correlations ranged from .39 to .52; for PA, they
ranged from .41 to .53). The short PA and NA scales used by
Stone and his colleagues (Hedges, Jandorf, & Stone, 1985;
Stone, 1987; Stone, Hedges, Neale, & Satin, 1985) were also
unreliable (in two samples, the NA scale had coefficient as of
.48 and .52, whereas the PA scale had corresponding values of
.64 and .70).
Clearly there is a need for reliable and valid PA and NA scales
that are also brief and easy to administer. In this article we describe the development of such scales, the 10-item NA and PA
scales that comprise the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS), and present reliability and validity evidence to support their use.

R- and P-analyses reported in Zevon & Tellegen (1982). Twenty
PA markers and 30 NA markers met this initial criterion. However, as noted previously, we were also concerned that the terms
not have strong secondary loadings on the other factor. We
therefore specified that a term could not have a secondary loading of |.25| or greater in either analysis. This reduced the pool
of candidate descriptors to 12 for PA and 25 for NA.
Preliminary reliability analyses convinced us that 10 terms
were sufficient for the PANAS PA scale; we therefore dropped 2
terms (delightedand healthy) that had relatively high secondary
loadings on NA. This yielded the final list of 10 descriptors for
the PA scale: attentive, interested, alert, excited, enthusiastic,
inspired, proud, determined, strong and active.
The 25 NA candidate terms included all 3 terms from seven
of the content categories (distressed, angry, contempt, revulsion, fearful, guilty, and jittery) and 2 from each of two others
(rejected and angry at self). Because we wanted to tap a broad
range of content, we constructed a preliminary 14-item scale
that included 2 terms from each of the seven complete triads.
We found, however, that the contempt and revulsion terms did
not significantly enhance the reliability and validity of the scale.
Moreover, these terms were less salient to our subjects and were
occasionally left unanswered. We therefore settled on a final 10item version that consisted of 2 terms from each of the other five
triads: distressed, upset (distressed); hostile, irritable (angry);
scared, afraid (fearful); ashamed, guilty (guilty); and nervous,
jittery (jittery). The final version of PANAS is given in the Appendix.

Development of the PANAS Scales

The basic psychometric data were gathered primarily from
undergraduates enrolled in various psychology courses at
Southern Methodist University (SMU), a private southwestern
university. The students participated in return for extra course
credit. In addition, groups of SMU employees completed questionnaires asking how they felt "during the past few weeks"
(« = 164) and "during the past few days" (n - 50). A sample of
53 adults not affiliated with SMU also filled out a mood form
with "today" time instructions. Preliminary analyses revealed
no systematic differences between student and nonstudent responses, and they have been combined in all analyses. Nevertheless, because most of our data were collected from college students, it is important to establish that the PANAS scales also
work reasonably well in adult and clinical samples. We briefly
address this issue in a later section.
The mood questionnaire consisted of a single page with the
60 Zevon and Tellegen (1982) descriptors arrayed in various
orders. The subjects were asked to rate on a 5-point scale the
extent to which they had experienced each mood state during
a specified time frame. The points of the scale were labeled very
slightly or not at all, a little, moderately, quite a bit, and very
much, respectively. The PANAS terms were randomly distributed throughout the questionnaire. It is important to note that
we have since used the 20 PANAS descriptors without these additional terms and obtained essentially identical results (Clark
& Watson, 1986; Watson, 1988).
We obtained ratings with seven different temporal instruc-

Much of our previous mood research has been concerned
with identifying these dominant dimensions of affect and clarifying their nature (Clark & Watson, 1986,1988;Tellegen, 1985;
Watson, in press; Watson & Clark, 1984; Watson et al., 1984;
Watson & Tellegen, 1985; Zevon & Tellegen, 1982). To have a
broad and representative sample of mood descriptors, we have
used questionnaires that contained a large number (57-65) of
mood terms. Once the basic NA and PA factors were clearly
identified, however, we wanted to measure them more simply
and economically. We therefore turned our attention to the development of brief PA and NA scales.
Our greatest concern was to select terms that were relatively
pure markers of either PA or NA; that is, terms that had a substantial loading on one factor but a near-zero loading on the
other. As a starting point, we used the 60 terms included in the
factor analyses reported by Zevon and Tellegen (1982). This
sample of descriptors was constructed by selecting three terms
from each of 20 content categories; for example, the terms
guilty, ashamed, and blameworthy comprise the guilty category
(see Zevon & Tellegen, 1982, Table 1). The categories were identified through a principal-components analysis of content sortings of a large sample of descriptors and provide a comprehensive sample of the affective lexicon.
From this list we selected those terms that had an average
loading of .40 or greater on the relevant factor across both the
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our PA-NA correlation was unaffected by the rated time frame,
whereas Diener and Emmons (1984) found that the correlation

Table 1
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) Scale Means
and Standard Deviations/or Each Rated Time Frame

between their PA and NA scales decreased as the rated time
frame lengthened. However, this discrepancy is beyond the

PANAS PA
Scale

Time
instructions

PANAS NA
Scale

n

M

SD

M

SD

660
657
1,002
586
649
663

29.7
29.1
33.3
32.0
36.2
35.0

7.9
8.3
7.2
7.0
6.3
6.4

14.8
16.3
17.4
19.5
22.1
18.1

5.4
6.4
6.2
7.0
6.4
5.9

scope of our article; see Watson (in press) for a detailed discussion of the effects of different temporal instructions on various
mood scales.
Tesl-retest reliability. As noted previously, 101 SMU under-

Moment
Today

Past few days
Past few weeks
Year
General

Note. PA = Positive Affect. NA = Negative Affect.

graduates filled out PANAS ratings for each of the seven time
frames on two different occasions. The mood ratings were collected at weekly intervals. The first set of ratings was collected
during Weeks 1-7 of the fall 1986 semester in the following order: year, past few days, today, past few weeks, general, moment,
and week. Then, following a 1-week break, the PANAS scales
were readministered during Weeks 9-15 in the same sequence.
Thus, each scale was retested after an 8-week interval.
These reliability data are shown in Table 3. The NA and PA

tions. Subjects were asked to rate how they felt (a) "right now
(that is, at the present moment)" (moment instructions); (b)
"today" (today); (c) "during the past few days" (past few days);
(d) "during the past week" (week); (e) "during the past few
weeks" (past few weeks); (f) "during the past year" (year); and

stability values were first compared at each rated time frame
and no significant differences were found (p > .05, 2-tailed t
test). Multiple comparisons were then made across the time
frames for each affect separately (p < .002, Bonferroni corrected for 21 comparisons). Not surprisingly, the retest stability

(g) "in general, that is, on the average" (general). For six of these
time frames, we collected data on large samples to be used for

tends to increase as the rated time frame lengthens. Ratings of
longer time periods, such as how one has felt during the past

normative, internal consistency, and factor analyses. The ns are

few weeks or the past year, are implicit aggregations. In a sense,
subjects average their responses over a longer time frame and

660 (moment), 657 (today), 1,002 (past few days), 586 (past few
weeks), 649 (year), and 663 (general). These samples are largely
but not completely independent: Some subjects completed
mood forms involving two or more different temporal instructions; such multiple ratings were always spaced at least 1 week
apart. In addition, a subset of these subjects (n = 101) completed ratings on all seven time frames on two different occasions, providing retest data.

Normative and Reliability Data
Basic scale data. Table 1 presents basic descriptive data on
the PANAS PA and NA scales for the various time instructions.
Given the large sample sizes, these provide reasonably good college student norms. In our data, we have not found any large or

hence over more occasions. Thus, these data replicate the frequent finding that stability rises with increasing temporal aggregation (e.g., Diener & Larsen, 1984; Epstein, 1979). The stability coefficients of the general ratings are high enough to suggest that they may in fact be used as trait measures of affect.
It is also noteworthy that the PANAS scales exhibit a significant level of stability in every time frame, even in the moment
ratings. These results are also consistent with earlier findings
(e.g., Watson & Clark, 1984, Table 8) and reflect the strong dispositional component of affect. That is, even momentary
moods are, to a certain extent, reflections of one's general
affective level (Costa & McCrae, 1980; Watson & Clark, 1984).
Generatizability to nonstudent samples. Our largest nonstudent sample consisted of 164 SMU employees who rated how

consistent sex differences, so the data are collapsed across sex.

they had felt during the past few weeks. A separate analysis of

Nevertheless, it seems advisable to test for sex differences in any
new (especially nonstudent) sample.
Inspecting Table 1, one sees that subjects report more PA

this sample yielded results comparable with the values listed in

than NA, regardless of the time frame. Moreover, mean scores
on both scales tend to increase as the rated time frame length-

Table 2

ens. This pattern is expectable: As the rated time period in-

Internal Consistency Reliabilities (Coefficient
and Scale Intercorrelations

creases, the probability that a subject will have experienced a
significant amount of a given affect also increases.
The PANAS scale intercorrelations and internal consistency
reliabilities (Cronbach's coefficient a) are reported in Table 2.
The alpha reliabilities are all acceptably high, ranging from .86
to .90 for PA and from .84 to .87 for NA. The reliability of the
scales is clearly unaffected by the time instructions used.
The correlation between the NA and PA scales is invariably
low, ranging from -.12 to -.23; thus, the two scales share approximately 1 % to 5% of their variance. These discriminant values indicate quasi-independence, an attractive feature for many
purposes, and are substantially lower than those of many other
short PA and NA scales (see Watson, in press). Interestingly,

A Ipha)

Alpha reliabilities

Time
instructions
Moment
Today
Past few days
Past few weeks
Year
General

n
660
657
1,002

586
649
663

PANAS PA
scale

PANAS NA
scale

PA-NA
intercorrelation

.89
.90
.88
.87
.86
.88

.85
.87
.85
.87
.84
.87

-.15
-.12
-.22
-.22
-.23
-.17

Note. PANAS = Positive and Negative Affect Schedule. PA = Positive
Affect. NA = Negative Affect.
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Table 3
Test-Retesl Reliabilities of the Positive and Negative
Affect Schedule (PANAS) Scales (S- Week Relest Interval)
Time
instructions

PANAS PA
scale

PANAS NA
scale

Moment
Today
Past few days
Past week
Past few weeks
Year
General

.54*
.47"
.48"
.47'
.58"
.63'"
.68'

.45"
.39"
.42"
.47"
.48"
.60""
.71'

Note. n= 101. Coefficients not sharing the same superscript are different at p < .05 (two-tailed, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons). PA = Positive Affect. NA = Negative Affect. Significance tests are
computed separately for each scale. See text for further details.

Table 2. Specifically, the alpha reliabilities of the PANAS PA
and NA scales were .86 and .87, respectively, and the correlation
between the scales was —.09. Given these data, we believe that
the PANAS scales will provide useful information in adult samples as well, although further data are desirable to establish this
fully.
We have also collected data on a small (« = 61) psychiatric
inpatient sample using the general instructions. Again, the PANAS scales were reliable (for PA, a = .85; for NA, a = .91) and
only moderately intercorrelated with one another (r = —.27).
Given the small sample size, these data cannot be considered
definitive, but they are encouraging and suggest that the PANAS
scales retain their reliability and quasi-independence in clinical
samples. In addition, all but four of the patients retook the measure after a 1-week interval, and the resulting stability analyses
yielded high test-retest reliabilities: .81 for NA and .79 for PA.
Finally, consistent with previous studies (Watson & Clark,
1984), we found significant group differences for NA, with the
patients considerably higher (M = 26.6) and more variable
(SD = 9.2) than the normative group (M = 18.1, SD = 5.9; see
Table 1). The corresponding differences for PA (patient group
M = 32.5, SD = 7.5; normative group M = 35.0, SD = 6.4)
were also statistically significant because of the very large n of
the normative sample, but it would be premature to accept a
mean scale difference of 2.5 points as clinically meaningful
without further study.
Factorial Validity
Scale validity. An important step in evaluating the PANAS
scales is to demonstrate that they adequately capture the underlying mood factors. To do this, we subjected ratings on the 60
Zevon and Tellegen (1982) mood descriptors in each of the six
large data sets to a principal factor analysis with squared multiple correlations as the communality estimates. Two dominant
factors emerged in each solution. Together, they accounted for
roughly two thirds of the common variance, ranging from
62.8% in the moment solution to 68.7% in the general ratings.
The first two factors in each solution were then rotated to orthogonal simple structure according to the varimax criterion.
Each of the six solutions generated two sets of factor scoring
weights that can be used to compute regression estimates of the

underlying PA and NA factors in those data. Within each data
set, we then correlated these estimated factor scores with the
PANAS PA and NA scales. The results, shown in Table 4, demonstrate the expected convergent/discriminant pattern: Both
PANAS scales are very highly correlated with their corresponding regression-based factor scores in each solution, with convergent correlations ranging from .89 to .95, whereas the discriminant correlations are quite low, ranging from —.02 to —. 18.
Item validity. It is also important to demonstrate the factorial
validity of the individual PANAS items. To do this, we factored
subjects' ratings on the 20 PANAS descriptors in each of the
six data sets; as before, we used a principal factor analysis with
squared multiple correlations as the initial communality estimates. Because the PANAS terms were selected to be relatively
pure factor markers, it is not surprising that two dimensions
accounted for virtually all of the common variance in these solutions (ranging from 87.4% in the moment data to 96.1 % in
the general ratings).
Median varimax loadings for the PANAS terms on these two
factors are presented in Table 5. All of the descriptors have
strong primary loadings (.50 and above) on the appropriate factor, and the secondary loadings are all acceptably low. Thus, all
of the PANAS items are good markers of their corresponding
factors.
Rating scale effects. The data shown in Tables 1 through 5
are all based on the same 5-point rating scale. Because the subjects were instructed to rate the extent to which they experienced each mood state, this may be termed an extent format. It
seems reasonable to ask, however, whether different response
formats might yield different results. Warr et al. (1983) have
presented data indicating that the correlation between PA and
NA scales varies according to the response scale used. Specifically, their PA and NA scales were highly correlated when they
used a frequency-type format in which subjects rated the proportion of time they had experienced each mood state during a
specified time period.
To test the effect of rating format, we collected ratings on 54
mood terms in two different student samples, both using past
few weeks time instructions. In the first sample, 413 subjects
rated their mood using the usual extent rating format. In the
second, 338 students rated themselves on a 4-point frequency

Table 4
Correlations Between the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS) Scales and Scores of the First Two
Varimax Factors in Each Sample
PANAS PA scale
correlations
Time
instructions
Moment
Today
Past few days
Past few weeks
Year
General

n
660
657
1,002

586
649
663

PANAS NA scale
correlations

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 1

Factor 2

-.02
-.02
-.15
-.10
-.17
-.08

.95
.95
.92
.92
.89
.94

.91
.93
.93
.92
.93
.93

-.15
-.11
-.10
-.18
-.09
-.12

Note. Factor analyses are based on the set of 60 mood terms reported
in Zevon & Tellegen (1982). PA = Positive Affect. NA = Negative Affect.
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Table 5

gent correlations (i.e., .76 to .92) with the appropriate factor,

Median Varimax-Rotated Factor Loadings of the Positive
and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS)

but none are higher than the corresponding values for the PA-

Descriptors Across the Six Solutions

scales are reasonable approximations of the underlying factors,

NAS scales. Thus, in terms of convergent validity, most of these
although some are clearly more precise representations than

Loading on
PANAS
descriptor

Positive
Affect

Negative
Affect

others. The discriminant correlations vary widely, however, especially in the frequency-format data, where many of the coefficients exceed -.30; across both samples, only the PANAS
scales have discriminant correlations consistently under —.20.

Enthusiastic
Interested
Determined
Excited
Inspired
Alert
Active
Strong
Proud
Attentive
Scared
Afraid
Upset
Distressed
Jittery
Nervous
Ashamed
Guilty
Irritable
Hostile

.75
.73
.70
.68
.67
.63
.61
.60
.57
.52
.01
.01
-.12
-.16

.00
-.04
-.12
-.06
-.14
-.07

-.12
-.07
-.01

Overall, the PANAS scales offer the clearest convergent/discriminant pattern of any pair.

.00

In summary, the PANAS scales provide reliable, precise, and

-.02
-.10
-.07
-.15
-.10
-.05

largely independent measures of Positive Affect and Negative
Affect, regardless of the subject population studied or the time

.74
.70
.67
.67
.60
.60
.59
.55
.55
.52

frame and response format used.

External Validity
Correlations with measures oj distress and psychopathology.
It is also interesting to examine correlations between the PANAS scales and measures of related constructs, such as state
anxiety, depression, and general psychological distress (for an
extended discussion of how Positive and Negative Affect relate
to anxiety, depression, and general psychological dysfunction,
see Tellegen, 1985; Watson & Clark, 1984). We have used the
PANAS scales in conjunction with a number of other commonly used measures and report here on three of them: the
Hopkins Symptom Checklist (HSCL; Derogatis, Lipman, Rick-

format (the options were little or none of the time, some of the
time, a good part of the time, and most of the lime).
In addition to the PANAS terms, the mood descriptors used
in these samples allowed us to compare the factorial validity of
our scales with those of other investigators. In both samples, we
were able to measure the brief NA and PA scales developed by
Diener and Emmons (1984, Studies 3 through 5; see also Diener
& Iran-Nejad, 1986; Diener & Larsen, 1984; Diener et al.,

Table 6
Correlations Between Various Positive Affect (PA) and Negative
Affect (NA) Mood Scales and the Factor Scores From the
Extent- and Frequency-Format Data

1985), Stone and his associates (Hedges et al., 1985; Stone,
1987; Stone et al,

Extent format

Frequency
format

1985), and McAdams and Constantian

(1983). Further, in the extent sample, 301 subjects rated themselves on Bradburn's (1969) widely used NA and PA scales;
these were replaced by Warr et al.'s (1983) revised measures in
the frequency sample.
The ratings in each sample were subjected to separate principal factor analyses with squared multiple correlations in the diagonal (these analyses are reported in detail in Watson, in
press). Two large factors emerged in each solution, accounting
for 75.4% and 73.3% of the common variance in the extent and
frequency data, respectively. The first two factors in each solution were therefore rotated using varimax.
Table 6 presents correlations between the various mood
scales and regression estimates of these factors. Considering first
the PANAS scales, Table 6 demonstrates that they have excellent factorial validity even when a frequency response format is
used: In both samples the convergent correlations are above .90
and the discriminant coefficients are all low. Thus, while we
prefer an extent-type rating scale, other response formats can
be used without diminishing the factorial validity of the scales.
Table 6 also demonstrates that the PANAS scales compare
favorably with other brief affect measures. With the exception
of the Bradburn scales, all of the mood scales have good conver-

Mood scale
Positive Affect scales
PANAS
Diener & Emmons ( 1 984)
McAdams & Constantian
(1983)
Stone, Hedges, Neale, &
Satin (1985)
Warr, Barter, &
Brownbridge(I983)
Bradburn (1969)
Negative Affect scales
PANAS
Diener & Emmons (1984)
McAdams & Constantian
(1983)
Stone, Hedges, Neale, &
Satin (1985)
Warr, Barter, &
Brownbridge(1983)
Bradburn (1969)

Factor
1

Factor
2

Factor
1

Factor
2

.92
.89

-.08
-.22

.92
.87

-.12
-.36

.90

-.19

.86

-.31

.88

-.04

.81

-.20

—
.50

—
-.18

.81

-.30

—

—

-.08
-.21

.94
.92

-.16
-.35

.91
.89

-.20

.81

-.43

.76

.84

-.11

.81

-.32

.79
—

.06
—

-.21

—
.51

—

Note. «s with the extent-format factors ranged from 301 to 413. ns with
the frequency-format factors ranged from 336 to 338. PANAS = Positive and Negative Affect Schedule.
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Table 7
Correlations Between the Positive and Negative Affect

changeability. In addition, the BDI has significant (negative)
correlations with PA, consistent with previous findings that depressive symptomatology is affectively complex (Tellegen, 1985;

Schedule (PANAS) Scales and the Hopkins Symptom
Checklist (HSCL), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI),

Watson & Clark, 1984; Watson, Clark, & Carey, in press). That

and STAI State Anxiety Scale (A -State)

is, it involves the lack of pleasurable experiences (low PA) in
addition to anger, guilt, apprehension, and genera.1 psychologiCorrelations with

Measure and PANAS
time instructions

n

PANAS NA

PANAS PA

cal distress (high NA). The PANAS scales offer the advantage
of providing reliable and independent measures of these two
affective components. Researchers interested in studying de-

HSCL
Past few weeks
Today1

pressed affect might therefore want to use the PANAS scales as
398
53

.74
.65

-.19
-.29

a complement to more traditional depression measures.
The A-State is also a mixture of high NA and low PA, repli-

880
208

.56
.58

-.35
-.36

cating the results of Watson and Clark (1984, Table 4) using

203

.51

-.35

BDI
Past few days
Past few weeks
A-State
Past few weeks

Note. Unless otherwise noted, subjects are college students. PA - Positive Affect. NA = Negative Affect.
" Normal adult sample.

NA and PA factor scores. An inspection of the A-State's items
indicates why this is the case. Many of the items tap mood states
traditionally associated with anxiety (e.g., feeling tense, upset,
worried, anxious, nervous, jittery, and highstrung) or its absence
(e.g., feeling calm, relaxed, and content), and such items will
produce a substantial correlation with the PANAS NA scale.
Other (reverse-keyed) items, however, reflect pleasant or high
PA states (e.g., feeling joyful, pleasant, self-confident,
and

els, Uhlenhuth, & Covi, 1974), the Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI; Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961), and
the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory State Anxiety Scale (A-State;
Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970).
The HSCL (Derogatis et al., 1974) is a measure of general
distress and dysfunction. Subjects rate the extent to which they
have experienced each of 58 symptoms or problems during the
past week. The HSCL and a subsequent 90-item version, the
SCL-90 (Derogatis, Rickels, & Rock, 1976), have been used frequently as measures of clinical symptomatology in both normal
and clinical populations (e.g., Gotlib, 1984;Kanneretal., 1981;
Rickels, Lipman, Garcia, & Fisher, 1972). Although the HSCL
and SCL-90 each contain several subscales, analyses have repeatedly shown that both instruments reflect a large general distress factor (e.g., Dinning & Evans, 1977; Gotlib, 1984).
The BDI (Beck et al., 1961) is a 21-item self-report measure

rested) that account for the A-State's significant correlation
with PA. The A-State has repeatedly demonstrated its usefulness as a sensitive measure of unpleasant mood states; but, as
with the BDI, the PANAS scales offer the advantage of assessing
these two affective components separately.
Intraindividual analyses ofnontest correlates.1 When used
with short-term time frame instructions (i.e., moment or today), the PANAS scales are sensitive to changing internal or external circumstances. We have used the PANAS scales in three
large scale within-subjects investigations that illustrate their
usefulness in studying qualitatively distinctive intraindividual
mood fluctuations. In the first (Watson, 1988), 80 subjects completed a PANAS questionnaire each evening for 5-7 weeks, using today time instructions. At each assessment the subjects also
estimated their social activity (number of hours spent with
friends that day) and rated the level of stress they had experi-

of depressive symptomatology. Subjects rate whether they have
experienced each symptom during the past few days. The BDI

enced. A total of 3,554 measurements were collected (M = 44.4

is commonly used to assess mild to moderate levels of depression, and studies have generally supported its validity in this

ceived stress were strongly correlated with fluctuations in NA
but not in PA. Also, as expected, social activity was more highly
related to PA than to NA.

context (e.g., Bumberry, Oliver, & McClure, 1978; Coyne &
Gotlib, 1983; Hammen, 1980).

per subject). As hypothesized, within-subject variations in per-

The A-State (Spielberger et al., 1970) is a 20-item scale that

The other two studies were primarily concerned with diurnal
variation in mood. Clark and Watson (1986) had 123 subjects

asks subjects to rate their current affect. Researchers have used
the A-State to study subjects' responses to a variety of stressful

fill out a PANAS form every 3 waking hours for a week using
moment time instructions. Subjects also rated their current

and aversive events, including surgery, shock, pain, failure, criticism, interviews, and exams (see Watson & Clark, 1984).

stress and noted whether they had been interacting socially

Correlations between the PANAS scales and the HSCL, BDI,

(M = 44.9 per subject). Leeka (1987) replicated this design with

and A-State are presented in Table 7. Looking first at the HSCL,
Table 7 indicates that it is largely a measure of NA, although it

an additional 73 subjects (a total of 3,206 measurements; M 43.9 per subject). In both studies, perceived stress was again

also shows modest (negative) correlations with PA. In fact, the

consistently correlated with intraindividual fluctuations in NA
but not in PA. And, as before, social interaction was more

correlations between the HSCL and the PANAS NA scale are
high enough to suggest that the two measures are roughly interchangeable, at least in normal populations. Insofar as this is the
case, the PANAS NA scale seems to offer a shorter (10 vs. 58

within the past hour. A total of 5,476 assessments were collected

strongly related to PA than to NA.
PA also showed a strong time-of-day effect in both studies.
Specifically, PA scores tended to rise throughout the morning,

items), simpler, and conceptually more straightforward measure of general psychological distress.
The BDI is also substantially correlated with the PANAS NA

1
The data reported in Watson (1988) and Clark and Watson (1986)
are based on PA and NA factor scores. We have reanalyzed these data

scale, but the coefficients are not so high as to indicate inter-

using the PANAS scales and have obtained virtually identical results.

DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF THE PANAS SCALES
remain steady during the rest of the day, and then decline again
during the evening. However, NA did not exhibit a significant
diurnal pattern in either sample.

Conclusion
We have presented information regarding the development of
brief scales to measure the two primary dimensions of mood—
Positive and Negative Affect. Whereas existing scales are unreliable, have poor convergent or discriminant properties, or are
cumbersome in length, these 10-item scales are internally consistent and have excellent convergent and discriminant correlations with lengthier measures of the underlying mood factors.
They also demonstrate appropriate stability over a 2-month
time period. When used with short-term instructions (e.g., right
now or today), they are sensitive to fluctuations in mood,
whereas they exhibit traitlike stability when longer-term instructions are used (e.g., past year or general). The scales correlate at predicted levels with measures of related constructs and
show the same pattern of relations with external variables that
have been seen in other studies. For example, the PA scale (but
not the NA scale) is related to social activity and shows significant diurnal variation, whereas the NA scale (but not the PA
scale) is significantly related to perceived stress and shows no
circadian pattern.
Thus, we offer the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule as
a reliable, valid, and efficient means for measuring these two
important dimensions of mood.
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Appendix
The PANAS
This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions. Read each item and then mark
the appropriate answer in the space next to that word. Indicate to what extent [INSERT APPROPRIATE TIME
INSTRUCTIONS HERE]. Use the following scale to record your answers.

2

very slightly
or not at all

a little

4

moderately

quite a bit

_ interested
_ distressed

_ irritable

_ excited
.upset

_ ashamed
_ inspired

. strong

_ nervous

-guilty

_ determined

_ scared

_ attentive

_ hostile
_ enthusiastic

-jittery

_ proud

_ afraid

extremely

_ alert

_ active

We have used PANAS with the following time instructions:
Moment

(you feel this way right now, that is, at the present moment)

Today

(you have felt this way today)

Past few days

(you have felt this way during the past few days)

Week

(you have felt this way during the past week)

Past few weeks
Year

(you have felt this way during the past few weeks)
(you have felt this way during the past year)

General

(you generally feel this way, that is, how you feel on the average)
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